Title: Research Library Impact: Models for Scalable and Sustainable Assessment

Introduction: The Association of Research Libraries (ARL) is requesting $237,468 for a two-year National Leadership Grant in the Research in Service to Practice funding category and the Community Catalysts project category. This highly collaborative project focuses on the needs of the researcher and the learner, in the context of the research and teaching mission. It will engage stakeholders from ARL member libraries to understand and better communicate the impact research libraries have within their own institutions and in the broader research and learning ecosystems. In response to the absence of outcome- and impact-centric measures, ARL developed a Research Library Impact Framework to determine, increase, and then describe the impact of a research library’s services and programs in support of typical real-world institutional mission and goals. The uniqueness of the Framework is that it was created in such a way to support regular updates by the community to ensure the most critical research topics and questions are at the forefront of what libraries need to discover. Pilot research projects and practice briefs will be developed to test a subset of questions in the Framework and will result in scalable models for creating impact-centric measures for all types of libraries nationwide, and internationally. As libraries improve how to understand and communicate value to their constituencies through sound approaches, data collection and analysis, the recipients of services, programs, and resources will benefit from more exemplars of quality programs.

Statement of National Need
Member institutions of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) identified the need to understand and better communicate the impact they have within their own institutions and in the broader research and learning ecosystems as a critical capability gap. These are common needs among all research libraries—academic, public and governmental. Historically, research libraries have identified quantitative measures focused on inputs, without specifying the value and impact of those measures on achieving a specific mission or audience objective. ARL has collected and published annual data for the members of the Association since 1932 and with a formal data collection program beginning in 1961. While ARL updated its annual data collection requirements over time, it became clear in 2017 when the Assessment Program Visioning Task Force (APVTF) conducted its overall review of the assessment program, that the data needs of ARL member libraries and staff have evolved a great deal over time.

A series of activities supported the development of the APVTF recommendations including (a) interviews with over eighty library directors, assessment librarians, assessment community leaders, research funders, and other stakeholders; (b) site visits to four libraries to observe their assessment programs; (c) responses from over 200 individuals to a survey regarding use of assessment practices and tools; (d) feedback from ARL directors during twice-yearly Association Meetings; (e) journey mapping with APVTF members; and (f) identification and prioritization of recommendations with ARL directors and assessment practitioners. The deep environmental scan also included a review of existing ARL assessment and data collecting practices and the use of tools and services within ARL member libraries and across the broad spectrum of other stakeholders.

All of these activities led to a series of significant discoveries. There are distinct gaps between the audiences the ARL assessment program currently serves and the audiences ARL members most need the program to serve. Multiple models and approaches to library assessment are present in ARL member libraries. The commonalities and differences between institutions in their assessment needs are evident, such as differences between public and private institutions; governmental mandates that drive reporting needs; or a parent institution’s culture and orientation around data and metrics. There is no “one size fits all” approach to library assessment that will work for all libraries. Most importantly, ARL members want to understand how to better
meet user needs by communicating their impact on the research and learning mission of their institution as well as their impact relative to other research libraries and other institutions.

ARL members, like most research libraries, are accountable to their users and decision-makers to ensure they are delivering optimal value for the investments made in their services, collections, and people. They seek first to use evidence to understand where adjustments are needed to more effectively and efficiently contribute to research and learning goals. They want to then use the evidence to adjust their work, and to communicate the impact to key decision makers—both in specific institutions and more broadly in society. The opportunity to define the values by which research libraries are measured in the context of the broader mission of which they are a part, rather than manufacturing values out of the data they have is critical to libraries’ success. Access to the right data elements is essential in the current culture of accountability that research and learning institutions find themselves. With generally flat budgets, research libraries must make informed choices about how they invest the limited resources available to them and make the case for increased resources in a competitive workplace. (see full APVTF report-Appendix A)

ARL is committed to providing research libraries with conceptual models, methodologies, data, and tools to tell their story locally, reflecting the broader context in response to the discoveries made by the APVTF and due to the absence of outcome- and impact-centric measures. ARL has developed the Research Library Impact Framework that describes the impact of a research library’s services and programs in support of typical real-world institutional mission and goals. Through the Framework and overall program, ARL members will create measures that align with the values and vision of 21st-century research libraries in the context of the 21st century research and learning ecosystem. The resulting measures will support critical thinking and evidence-based decision-making.

The Framework was created as a "modular" approach for ARL's future assessment program, services, and offerings, which will enable libraries to see the entire ecosystem and pick and choose those elements of the system that are relevant to their own situation. As an iterative document, the Framework will be updated regularly by ARL and its members to ensure that priority areas and research questions are currently reflecting the goals of libraries.

The Framework was built around four areas that represent the research and learning ecosystem and align with common institutional priority themes: (1) life cycle of research and scholarship; (2) teaching, learning, and student success; (3) collections; and (4) physical space. The framework provides shared reference points for ARL members to think about the operational, cultural, and contextual commonalities and differences between their libraries. It is comprised of over 185 research topic areas and questions identified, expanded, refined, and prioritized in the spring of 2018 by a diverse group of assessment practitioners, library directors, ARL members, and ARL staff. The topics and questions are organized into the four components noted above, which allow libraries to map their own strategic objectives within the context of parent institutional goals to any of the topic areas or research questions and ultimately to the operations of the library. (see Framework-Appendix B)

This grant project will deploy the Research Library Impact Framework to create two sustainable research and analytics models—pilot projects and practice briefs—using the following five priority research questions identified by the ARL Research and Analytics Committee as the first set of issues to be investigated and tested for model development:

1. (How) do library collections play a role in attracting and retaining top researchers and faculty to the institution?
2. (How) do library spaces facilitate innovative research, creative thinking, and problem-solving?
3. (How) do the library’s special collections specifically support and promote teaching, learning, and research?
4. (How) does the library contribute to equitable student outcomes and an inclusive environment?
5. (How) does the library help to increase research productivity and impact?

This innovative approach means that libraries can leverage their networks and infrastructures in addressing one of the 185 research questions. Through collaborative partnerships in conducting research and creating models, libraries can use this information to address other questions. This project will maximize the value of the learnings through these projects and minimize the need to repeat research across multiple organizations. As ARL and participating libraries build the models within the grant project and continue to do so beyond the time of this grant, the ARL community will benefit as well as the library community beyond research libraries. As research libraries improve their ability to address institutional goals, the faculty and students within their community will benefit.

Pilot projects are formal, original research studies designed to address one of the five research questions. The project leaders will refine the formal research question; design a standardized, rigorous research protocol; design the methods (qualitative and/or quantitative) for answering the question; identify the resources to carry out the research; conduct the research; and analyze, document, and disseminate the results. The documented outputs will identify the hypothesized library impact, show evidence of intended or unintended impact and/or outcomes, analyze methodologies employed, and whether they evidence impact to research library stakeholders. Whenever possible, outputs will include templates, checklists, and guidelines for replicating in local contexts. (see pilot project template and timeline - Appendices C and D)

The practice briefs, short documents designed to support practitioners with research-based information to improve their library assessment work, will address one of the five prioritized research questions. The easily digested documentation reports on methods, outputs, and lessons learned in a case study format and can be deployed and replicated by other libraries and in multiple environments. (see practice brief template - Appendix E)

The uniqueness of these models will be the standardized practices and reporting formats created and ultimately replicated by other libraries. The collaborative support of project teams to conduct the research and analysis will lead to a strong community of practice. Once the models for pilot projects and practice briefs are tested and modified based on research conducted, libraries will be able to use the models to investigate other questions of importance to libraries and their institutions and/or communities. These efforts will lead to an accumulation of knowledge and experience in the broader research and assessment community. The Research Library Impact Framework was created to support regular updates to ensure that the most critical research topics and questions are at the forefront of what libraries need to discover.

When undertaking ARL’s program review, the APVTF considered as part of its environmental scan the research, assessment, and data activities of allied and partner organizations such as the Public Library Association (PLA), Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL), ACRL Rare Books and Manuscript Section, Society of American Archivists, Jisc, and Association of American Colleges & Universities. Another partner is the National Center for Education Statistics and the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System program for which ARL member libraries located in the US submit data each year. These partners have developed or are developing tools for libraries to understand the impact of library services. One distinction between several of these programs and ARL’s Framework is that the Framework is a series of 185 questions identified by ARL directors and librarians that illustrate key goals of significance to their institutions’ missions. ARL’s grant project will examine these questions to develop the models through which the questions can be
addressed. The models will include more than surveys, which are foundational in the PLA and ACRL projects. Pilot project and practice brief teams will access information and reports of these partner programs to learn from and use ideas and tools that will strengthen their own projects.

Project Design

Project Goals
ARL developed a Research Library Impact Framework to determine, improve, and describe the impact of a research library’s services and programs in support of typical real-world institutional mission and goals. The Framework provides an innovative scaffold for deeper exploration across multiple library service areas, is designed to be flexible and scalable, and serves as the foundation for ARL’s assessment research agenda. The Framework sets the stage for conducting in-depth explorations of priority issues.

The Framework is organized into four areas aligned with common institutional priorities and research questions. The table (A) below illustrates the relationship of the five questions selected for the initial pilot projects and practice briefs to theme and priority goal areas. (see Abbreviated Framework - Appendix F)

Table A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework Themes</th>
<th>Priority Goal Areas</th>
<th>Framework Questions (5 selected for first round of projects and practice briefs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifecycle of Research &amp; Scholarship</td>
<td>Enable, foster, and promote relevant and unique research; increase productivity; enable research collaboration</td>
<td>(How) does the library help to increase research productivity and impact? (Q5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching, Learning &amp; Student Success</td>
<td>Enable student and faculty success, teaching excellence, and innovation; promote diversity and inclusion</td>
<td>(How) do the library’s special collections specifically support and promote teaching, learning and research? (Q3) (How) does the library contribute to equitable student outcomes and an inclusive learning environment? (Q4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collections</td>
<td>Enable and promote access to research collections, open access, and student success; improve global reputation; engage community</td>
<td>(How) do library collections play a role in attracting and retaining top researchers and faculty to the institution? (Q1) (How) doe the library contribute to equitable student outcomes and an inclusive learning environment? (Q4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Space</td>
<td>Enable and enhance student success, innovative and interdisciplinary research, and research collaboration; promote diversity and inclusion</td>
<td>(How) do library spaces facilitate innovative research, creative thinking and problem solving? (Q2) (How) doe the library contribute to equitable student outcomes and an inclusive learning environment? (Q4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARL’s discovery of the gaps between the audiences that the ARL assessment program serves and those that ARL members most need the program to serve highlights several benefits of this project. In order for ARL members to tell the story of the value and success of research libraries in society and in their specific institutions, models are needed to help them accomplish this. This two year project will result in a series of research models using sound qualitative and quantitative methods that can be replicated by other libraries. Using an iterative approach, project teams will share their methodologies and findings with each other throughout the grant cycle in order to refine and improve processes. The projects selected for the pilots incorporate a range of methodologies, which enhances the overall learning experience for everyone. As libraries improve how to understand and communicate value to their constituencies through sound approaches, data collection, and analysis, the recipients of services, programs, and resources will benefit from more exemplars of quality programs. This overall project allows ARL and its participating libraries to test innovative strategies for addressing important questions.

ARL’s grant project will investigate the nature of and evidence for the impact of library services and programs using a subset of the research topics through two methods: pilot projects and practice briefs. The outcomes and results of the pilot projects and practice briefs are intended to understand library impact and, as a result, provide evidence to demonstrate the value of the research library to its parent organization and the broader research and learning ecosystem, and to advance understanding of the public good research libraries provide as cultural heritage institutions. The questions identified in the Framework will help libraries define metrics and methodologies that can be used to locally translate a library’s value into measures within the context of the larger institutional goals and library operations. The Framework is an evolving document that will change as needs change.

Through project teams from ARL libraries, the pilot projects will address previously unexamined questions and identify a sustainable series of research models that other libraries can use to implement their own investigations in support of their individual institution. These models will help ARL identify data elements that libraries would collect for more effectively telling their stories. Additionally, the research projects that begin at a local institutional level will add to local value and at the same time support a cumulative reach across multiple organizations. The practice briefs, also completed in collaboration with ARL member libraries, are designed to support library professionals with research-based information as they improve their library assessment work. The briefs will illustrate current methodologies or best practices that other libraries can duplicate in their libraries. Table B provides details on the qualitative and quantitative methodologies that will potentially be employed in projects pending final articulation of research protocols and outcomes.

### Table B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Project Teams</th>
<th>Qualitative &amp; Quantitative Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(How) do library collections play a role in attracting and retaining top researchers and faculty to the institution?</td>
<td>(1) Texas at Austin (practice brief)</td>
<td>Collection data and analysis Semi-structured interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(How) do library spaces facilitate innovative research, creative thinking and problem solving?</td>
<td>(1) California Davis, Florida, Iowa State, and Syracuse (2) Johns Hopkins (3) Temple (practice briefs)</td>
<td>Literature review Environmental scan Structured Interviews Focus Groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The outcomes, deliverables, and evaluation methods for the grant project are highlighted in Table C. The evaluation methods will be defined in specific detail when the project protocols and methodologies are determined.

Table C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grant Project Outcomes</th>
<th>Deliverables</th>
<th>Evaluation Methods (examples)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create and foster a culture of assessment through participation in formal, methodologically sounds research projects.</td>
<td>Practice briefs illustrating best practices for assessment activities.</td>
<td>Level of participation; drop out rates; number of libraries that use the practice briefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance and improve processes for identifying data points for collection and distribution of information that substantiate library impact to institutional decision-makers and within the research and learning ecosystem.</td>
<td>Template for reporting the methodologies used to conduct research and the findings that can be used on future research topics and questions.</td>
<td>Before and after change in process improvement; increased receptivity by decision-makers to the data presented to them. [before and after interviews with decision-makers]; increased receptivity to the data presented to other parts of the research and learning ecosystem [before and after interviews with targeted parts of the research and learning ecosystem]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Expand abilities to collaborate and compare data and methods with peers on topics highly relevant to individual library and pool research expertise and resources for collective benefit.

Quantitative and qualitative methodologies to address a research questions.

Ease of comparing data and methods among peers; use of compared data and methods both individually and cumulatively in reporting impact of research libraries

Improve the impact of services and programs for users.

New data, evidence and practices that illustrate impact.

Survey of the users to understand impact on them

ARL’s grant project expects to enhance the ability of libraries to improve the ways in which the needs of faculty, students, community members, and other stakeholders are leveraged and met. Libraries—including research and academic, public, and federal—will be able to develop and implement strategic responses that better align with the goals and missions of their institutions, the community, and society as a whole. Ultimately, ARL’s project will provide libraries with tools and models to have greater impact within their particular community; for example, research libraries within the university, public libraries within their community, and federal/national libraries within their governmental jurisdiction.

Project Management
ARL will lead the overall project, be responsible for all grant reporting, and support a project website for disseminating information about progress and final reports. ARL will provide infrastructure such as conference calling capabilities, and a virtual collaboration space and shared tools and resources will be provided. The principal investigator (PI) is ARL’s deputy executive director. The PI will oversee the overall project, outcomes, deliverables, and evaluation. The PI will produce interim and final reports that could result in updates to the Research Library Impact Framework and inform decisions related to scale, broader adoption, and sustainability.

An Advisory Group will comprise the principal investigator, three members of the ARL Research & Analytics Committee, ARL director of the research & analytics program, ARL executive director, and a social scientist. The Advisory Group will meet two times in person and three to four times via video conferencing over the course of the project to coincide with other milestones and meetings for the pilot project and practice brief team members. This group will be responsible for overall project evaluation and performance measurement. In addition, the Advisory Group will advance the Framework based on project results.

This proposal includes funding to secure the services of a data analyst who would help all project teams to develop data collection systems and other strategies to identify data elements, interpret and analyze data, and identify ways to visualize data. A social scientist will also be secured to assist teams in thinking through strategies to maximize research protocols. Five visiting program officers (VPO) will be identified through an application process and support the research teams for each theme areas. In some cases, this includes multiple projects.

Each pilot project and practice brief team will produce semi-annual progress reports and produce or publish outputs such as templates, checklists, papers, practice briefs, guidelines for replicating research in the local context, and evidence-based articulations of practical applications of the research. The ARL.org website will...

1 ARL supports a Visiting Program Officer program, which provides opportunities for staff in member libraries to contribute to special projects and programs, either in whole or in part, in order to advance the agenda of the Association.
The timeline below, and with the assistance of the PI and VPOs, pilot project and practice brief teams will receive project management support to keep projects on track and assistance in identifying realistic milestones for their projects. Because each project will be addressing different research questions with different approaches and methodologies, timelines will vary. As projects are underway, the team—with support of their VPO and the Advisory Group—will use monthly virtual meetings to discuss challenges and collaboratively identify strategies for mitigating them. A critical element of the overall project is that a project team may learn that their project does not result in what was originally planned. As part of the regular discussions, the project teams will evaluate the qualitative and quantitative methods to determine whether the methods are providing the data needed to adequately address the research questions.

November 2018-March 2019. ARL's program began in late 2018 with a call to all 124 ARL directors for library impact pilot projects and research brief expressions of interest. The call outlined the theme areas and five research questions. A total of 27 expressions of interest were made by 22 distinct institutions representing all four ARL-designated US geographic regions (Northeast, Mid-Atlantic/Deep South, Midwest, and West/Southwest) and the five research questions. Pilot project team members are expected to provide some combination of the following: domain expertise, analytical skills, access to research data, access to key decision-makers and partners, and project management. A sub-committee of the ARL Research and Analytics Committee reviewed the submissions and recommended ten pilot projects and eight practice briefs.

April 2019 through June 2019. Project teams will be formed and attend a virtual orientation session with the PI to review the goals and deliverables of the overall project. Project teams will meet on a monthly schedule via video conferencing calls with their assigned VPO who supports the teams in framing the projects, planning the research methodologies, and the research timeline. The Advisory Group will be formed and meet to review responsibilities and expectations.

July 2019 through December 2019. Project teams will gather for an in-person two-day meeting in July or August to discuss research goals, methodologies, and timetable with all of the other research teams and the support of a social scientist consultant. Research project and practice brief teams will meet monthly with assigned VPO to review progress to date and share questions and learnings. The PI will meet monthly with the five VPOs to review progress and address any challenges teams might be having with their projects. The Advisory Group and VPOs will meet via video conferencing in September to review the launch of teams and identify mechanisms for instituting support for teams as needed. The project teams, Advisory Group, and VPOs will meet via video conferencing in October to share project plans and research methodologies.

January 2020 through June 2020
The Advisory Group and VPOs will meet via video conferencing in March to review progress of teams and identify mechanisms for instituting support for teams as needed. The second meeting of the project teams will occur in April via video conferencing and focus on mid-project check-in and review with the Advisory Group.

July 2020 through December 2020
The Advisory Group and VPOs will meet via video conferencing in September to review progress of teams and identify mechanisms for instituting support for teams as needed. The third meeting of the project teams with
the Advisory Group and VPOs will occur in October via video conferencing and focus on a review of any results realized to date and include in-depth discussions of preliminary recommendations, including sustainability of research models and potential to scale.

**January 2021 through June 2021**

A fourth meeting of the project teams with the Advisory Group and VPOs will occur in February via video conferencing to review any results to date and preliminary recommendations, including sustainability of research models and potential to scale. The Advisory Group and VPOs will meet via video conferencing in March to review progress of teams and provide input into the agenda of the second in person meeting of project teams. The final meeting will occur in person in May and focus on project teams’ presentations of results and final recommendations with the Advisory Group and a broader set of stakeholders including the Public Library Association, Association of College & Research Libraries, ACRL Rare Books and Manuscript Section, Society of American Archivists, Jisc, Association of American Colleges & Universities, and National Center for Education Statistics and the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System.

**Project Personnel**

The ARL deputy executive director, Sue Baughman, will serve as the project director, committing five hours per week to the program (14.2% FTE). Baughman will provide leadership to the VPOs and Advisory Group as well as liaise with the ARL Research and Analytics Committee and project teams. She will provide budgetary and project reporting oversight. She has deep experience in project management and leading multi-faceted projects. She has co-chaired the Library Assessment Conference for the past four years, an event that attracts over 600 assessment practitioners.

The grant project will also be supported by a number of other ARL staff:

- Director of the research and analytics program, will contribute expertise in research methods and data collection for a total of two hours per week (.06% of the equivalent of one FTE). ARL is currently conducting a search process for the director position.
- Administrative team, consisting of four professionals, will assist with scheduling, event planning, financial and grants management, procurement, and other duties. The total time committed to the project by the administrative team is two hours per week (.06% of the equivalent of one FTE). Amy Bulgrien, Assistant Director for Program Coordination, serves as the team leader for this group.
- Financial services team, consisting of three professionals, that will provide assistance with budgetary tracking and disbursement of consultant fees for approximately one hour per week (.03% of the equivalent of one FTE).

Five VPOs will be selected based on an expression of interest and ability to meet requirements including skills in research and assessment methodologies and tools and project management. The VPOs will provide project management support, facilitate meetings for the project teams, and ensure that research processes are on track. ARL is currently conducting a search process to identify the VPOs.

The consultant services of a data analyst will assist all project teams in developing data collection systems and other strategies to identify data elements, interpreting and analyzing data, and identifying ways to visualize data. The consultant services of a social scientist will also be secured to assist teams to plan their use of qualitative and quantitative research methods to maximize research protocols and results. Requests for proposals will be circulated to identify both consultants (data analyst and social scientist).

**Project Evaluation**
The project Advisory Group is responsible with the PI for the overall evaluation of the grant project. This evaluation will be an iterative process over the course of the grant as the pilot project and practice brief teams develop, implement, and complete their research projects. Key questions that will be addressed include: (a) how does the project extend the learnings to stakeholders such as campus leadership, faculty, and students; and (b) how will the research results reach the widest possible audience and, in particular, individuals who will implement future research using the models.

Diversity Plan
ARL has long been committed to developing programs that advance diversity and inclusion (D&I) goals within the Association and within the professional community. It is a central feature of the 2019–2021 Action Plan that includes the ARL Academy; Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion; Member Experience, Research and Analytics; Scholars and Scholarship; and Policy and Advocacy as strategic priorities. Each new project that ARL undertakes is evaluated for intersections with diversity, equity, and inclusion and the degree to which the project advances those goals. This process ensures that these critical issues are central to everything that the Association does.

National Impact
ARL member libraries will begin to contribute to a larger assessment data collection pool that address the missions and goals of their institutions. Research libraries will use the pilot project and practice brief templates to implement their own investigations of research topics and questions that address issues important to their individual institutions. The ARL community will collectively identify the important data elements that better reflect what is most useful to research libraries in support of their institutions. These efforts will support the Association’s ability to effectively address issues and strategies viewed as important by the membership.

With this project initially reaching a subset of the research library community with all 124 ARL libraries, libraries of all types will be able to use the models, from governmental libraries, to public libraries, to special libraries. Libraries of varying sizes will benefit from this project. Smaller libraries with limited staff will be able to use the research and models to answer key questions without the need to replicate the research. The pilot projects and resulting models will foster a culture of assessment in libraries through participation in formal, methodologically sound research projects. The new models will support the identification of data points for collection by libraries and distribution of information that substantiate library impact to institutional decision-makers and within the research and learning ecosystem. Libraries will be able to collaborate and compare data and methods with peers on topics highly-relevant to the individual library and pool research expertise and resources for collective benefit. This project will develop staff skills, define what is needed for ARL to sustain this over time while serving local assessment needs, and contribute to building communities of assessment practice. Through a range of communications strategies including briefings, reports, in-person discussions at key conferences, and by sharing information widely on the ARL website and through other means, libraries nationally and globally will benefit from this project. Ultimately, libraries of all types will be able to transform the way in which they tell their stories of impact and value.